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The reason is prayer, fasting and action. Piercing the darkness has been difficult and almost impossible
because of the compromise of the body of Christ. By not taking a stand against the Communist
ruling of the 1947 atheist Supreme Court of separation of church and state and refusing to allow
unconstitutional laws to be passed to ban prayer. the Ten Commandments, and the Bible, we have/
are suffering grave consequences. Withdrawing from the public square as we were told by godless,
psychopaths, pushing an agenda from hell…..liberal theology.
God is not pleased with the absence of the Christians in politics, governing, passing the buck while
our religious freedom is being removed. Our ministry is involved with teaching Christians how our
government works, how to pray specific, effective, prayers. Also, how to get the Word of God back on
our college and university campuses.
The darkness will not be dispelled by hype, false prophecies, wishing, hoping, debate, whining,
keeping our heads in the sand or compromising Christians. We must know the facts about what is
taking place that will endanger us, spiritually, physically, and financially. It is for certain, the men and
women we have elected to office have a disdain for God, and those of us who believe in Him and find
the Bible as His infallible Word.
My quest to light candles in dark places is about to happen. You are the best. Our partners
are strong, bold, faithful, united, informed and focused. GOD BLESS YOU! We have the most
professional, qualified, educated, dedicated, committed, patriotic Christians that stand as “ONE” with
me as we press in to bring America back to God to serve its original intended purpose.
My vision is about to unfold and our call to bring down the liber Wal kingdom over our nation is going
to have a victory this year. People are crying out to God and seeking truth. The Faye’s Facts is much
sought after. It on a blog and on FacebookUSA reaching an unlimited audience. This is because
Sponsors are coming forth, praise God. Our media team is the best. Our message is going viral soon.
I prayer for a face to face confrontation with Hillary Clinton.
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FACE FACTS ABOUT
THE SHAKEDOWN BY
CORRUPT LAWMAKERS
WE ELECTED TO OFFICE!
Hidden hi jacking being revealed.

We need to face facts about the shakedown of taxpayers by the lawmakers we elected office. Their
lies and deceit are being exposed. Many are on their way to prison.
This week, I want to give you an example as to how we are being hood winked and tricked. Our
nation has been neglected for 16 years in an unmerciful way. The last two FAYE’s FACTS should be
mandatory reading for all Christians. If you would like copies to place in your church or to pass to
friends send me a note on your pledge card.
Last week I reported how much of our tax dollars are going to former presidents. $37 million. People
had no idea this is happening. People are stunned! We have to know the battle plan in order to bind the
devour. They have funded sin with tax dolla

Example: WE ARE NOT READY FOR AN ATTACK OR DISASTER.

During Irma a time the nation’s eyes were on Florida, the Lord revealed to me many things. I was
seeking God for prophetic meaning of the storm. I rebuked the winds and the rain for days. Our state
suffered greatly but nothing like people expected. No doubt our prayers were being answered.
Last week’s Faye’s Facts was detailed in factual power in misguided spending by lawmakers and former
presidents. They have twisted the truth and the meaning of our US Constitution.
Our governor did an awesome job preparing and protecting us from the storm. Many states offered
volunteers and first responders and were waiting for the call to action. People were so generous and
on site immediately bringing aid. President Trump was on top of things before the storm hit.
During the storm that lasted almost a week no one knew what path it would take from hour to hour.
Power outages, floods, fallen trees, etc., were never ending. Evacuation mandatory for millions.
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The truth came to light. We have two inter- state highways in this state. I 95 & I 75. Both in need of
repair and widening. For the most part they are dangerous because the white and yellow lines have
not been painted in years. They do not meet the needs in this state as millions of foreigners have
flooded our communities, either as refugees, or illegally. This and the drawing card of Disney World
and major theme parts attracting people world- wide. Our bridges, especially in the Keys are totally
dangerous due to neglect by law makers. No added schools, hospitals, law enforcement, teachers,
medical doctors, etc. Yet, we are $20 trillion in debt. All, spent by the majority of those we elected to
office year after year. With the ability to cover up their spending and money laundering all they had
to do is lie to get re elected. NOT THIS TIME! Many people believe a lot of the flooding was due to a
neglect of drainage systems.

NEGLECT…..MISUSE OF FUNDS…FRAUD AND WASTE…..CAN NO LONGER BE TOLERATED BY
THOSE OF US WORKING TWO MORE JOBS TO SURVIVE WHILE DEMOCRATS FREE LOAD….
WE PICK UP THEIR TAB WHILE THEY ORGANIZE MOBS, BURN DOWN OUR CITIES, BURN OUR FLAG
AND SELL DRUGS, BULLY EVERYONE WHO WILL NOT BOW TO THEIR HYPE AND INDOCTRINATION OR
REFUSE TO PAY FOR SEXUAL REPERCUSSIONS OR ACTIVITIES. TWO THINGS THEY HAVE IN COMMON…
THEY ARE ALL DEMOCRATS…& THEY ARE ALL LIBERALS. THEIR INTENT TO CARRY OUT OBAMA’S
VISION OF FUNDAMENTALLY TRANSFORMING AMERICA.
OUR MISSION IS TO EDUCATE,& INFORM CHRISTIANS TO LET THEM KNOW THEIR VOICE MATTERS.
RAISING UP POWERFUL INSIGHTFUL PRAYER WARRIORS IS WORKING. GOD IS MAGNIFIYING OUR
FOOTSTEPS. HE IS INCREASING OUR VOICE OF REPUDIATION AGAINST THOSE MASQUARADING AS
CARING LAW MAKERS. THEY CARE ABOUT THEMSELVES, THEIR SLUSH FUNDS AND KICKBACKS, THEIR
GETTING RE ELECTED BY THE LIBERALS AND HAVE-NOTS IS WHAT THEY ARE ABOUT. THIS MUST END.

REMEMBER, WE
ELECTED THEM!

THIS WEEK’S MISUSE OF TAX DOLLARS WILL UPSET YOU!
SHINING A LIGHT ON ABUSE OF SPENDING WILL BRING CHANGE.

READ 7&CRINGE! Top 10 Nations of Foreign Aid RecipientsAdmin 7 years ago: Horn News

According to the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), and the
World Bank, the top ten nations of foreign aid recipients are: Iraq, Afghanistan, Ethiopia, Palestine
administration, Vietnam, Sudan, Tanzania, India, Bangladesh, and Turkey. Since Afghanistan and Iraq
are directly in a state of occupational war with the United States, and are subsequently provided
with re-construction aid by the United States, this would make Ethiopia the highest non-war aid
recipient country. Interestingly enough, economics Professor Dambisa Moyo states that 97 percent of
the Ethiopian government’s budget is attributed to foreign aid (2009, Moyo, Ferguson, p. 72). Mayo
believes this shows the Ethiopian governments, “lack of innovation.” She goes on to add that “There is
a lack of any effort being paid to try and wean the country off of aid.” (April 13, 2009, Dead Aid, Dambisa
Moyo)
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The following list is a chart of the top ten highest aid recipients:

2008

It’s All Your Money: Foreign Aid to Muslim/Arab nations
Published May 27, 2011

While America’s standing in the Middle East couldn’t get much lower, you wouldn’t know it looking at the U.S.
foreign aid budget. Of proposed U.S. assistance for 2012, almost two-thirds is earmarked for Muslim nations
and one-third goes to Arab countries.
Yet, despite those billions in aid, opinion polls show most Arab citizens still have an unfavorable view of
America and most Muslim nations routinely vote against U.S. interests in the United Nations.
“If we are giving money to countries consistently voting against our interest, we ought to cut them off,” says
Congressman Steve Chabot (R-OH) who sits on the House Foreign Affairs Committee. “But Congress is going to
need to get some backbone here because it consistently gives Presidents the ability to waive the cutoff of that
money.”
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Years ago, U.N. Ambassador John Bolton proposed cutting off all aid to the 30 nations who consistently
voted against the U.S. in the UN. Before him, President Reagan’s U.N. Ambassador Jeane Kirkpatrick
proposed cutting off $1 million in aid for each vote an aid recipient cast against the U.S. in the U.N. In
both cases, Bolton says the State Department overruled them.
“Foreign aid to a lot of countries could be readily cut and I think it’s been a mistake by the U.S. government for
decades not to take U.N. voting into account,” Bolton said Monday. This document, released by the State

Department, examines 13 critical votes in the UN in 2010. Compare that to this list of US aid recipients
for 2012 and this poll released last week by the Pew Research Center Global Attitudes Project.
The result: some of the largest recipients of U.S. taxpayer money over the last 6 budget years
consistently vote against the U.S. and harbor negative or unfavorable views of America. Some other
Muslim countries show almost no friendship or allegiance to the U.S. but continue to see the State
Department shower them with money.
Algeria has received $60 million and votes with the U.S. just 16% of the time. Oman $74 million, 18%
voting coincidence. Whereas the Palestinian Territories received $3 billion dollars yet just 18% have a
favorable view of the U.S.

“The U.S. has to quit being kicked around. We need to quit sending our tax dollars to countries that do not
have our best interests in mind, especially in these economic times,” says Chabot. Instead, if you look at U.S.

aid over time, it’s largely on auto-pilot. Once a nation is on the U.S. gravy train, few are ever cut off,
regardless of their loyalty, gratitude or actions.

MORE LIES –MORE SHAKEDOWN BY
LAWMAKERS WE ELECTED
They say they are going to give amnesty to 800,00 DACA….BLAH HUMBUGGET
THE FACTS BELOW
Washington Post September 25, 2017

Illegal immigration costing record $135
billion a year, study shows IN 2012 Up
to 1.7 Million Unauthorized Immigrant
Youth May Benefit from New Deportation Rules
BY JEFFREY S. PASSEL AND MARK HUGO LOPEZ

Up to 1.7 million of the 4.4 million unauthorized
immigrants ages 30 and under could potentially qualify
for a new Obama administration program that goes into
effect tomorrow that would shield them from
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deportation and enable them to apply for temporary but renewable work permits, according to new
estimates from the Pew Hispanic Center, a project of the Pew Research Center.
OUR BATTLE IS WITH THE DEV IL… the author and finisher of liberalism. We must not bow or remain silent at
this crucial. They lie…..They confiscate….They have taken over our government, entertainment, Hollywood,
White House, media Justice Department, Health care, courts, women, colleges, history and U S Constitution,
schools, freedom of Christianity. They are not done. Now, they are trying to take over our sports. Will we fight
back??? Our youth deserve better.

OBAMA COMRADS
CARRYING OUT HIS MISSION!
They should kiss the ground they walk on! How many actually know the
true history of our flag. NATIONAL REPENTANCE PRAYER

LOOK AT THE WORK OF LIBERALS:

Court rules high school football coach cannot pray on the
field A Washington state high school football coach who
was punished for taking a knee at the 50-yard line for a
post-game prayer violated the U.S. Constitution, according
to the U.S. 9th Circuit Court of Appeals. A three-judge
panel ruled the Bremerton School District was justified in
suspending Coach Joe Kennedy after he took a knee and
prayed silently at midfield after football games

By Todd Starnes, Fox News

Coach vows to continue prayer fight after court loss
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8-Year-Olds Take a Knee to Protest
National Anthem at Illinois Youth
Football Game
A team of children in an Illinois football league caused controversy last week, when they took a knee
to protest the national anthem in emulation of protests started last year by Colin Kaepernick.
The 8-year-old kids from the Cahokia Quarterback Club football team took a knee as the anthem
played before their Sunday, September 17 game, according to Fox Insider.
THESE MILLIONAIRE LIBERALS SHOULD KISS THE GROUND THEY WALK ON. Using the sport and race
to push liberal agenda to a captive audience is the method of the Saul Alinsky radicals.
Take a stand and let our youth know this is NOT THE AMERICAN WAY!!!! THEY SHOULD KISS THE
GROUND THEY WALK ON. Using the sport and race to push liberal agenda to a captive audience is
the method of the Saul Alinsky radicals.
Take a stand and let our youth know this is NOT THE AMERICAN WAY!!!! Trump urges fans to boycott
NFL in ongoing criticism of flag-kneeling play

PRAYER POINTS

• Sin and Judgment
• Other Religions
• David Wilkerson
• Music

Throwing Light on Lying Spirits

• “The lip of truth shall be established forever: but a lying tongue is but for a moment” (PROVERBS
12:19).
• When a lie is removed, the enemy has no place, so it behoves us to guard the truth and remove the
lies. A lie does not grow by itself. It uses the soil of the human heart. Lies, like weeds, grow amidst the
legitimate plants of the garden, stealing resources, draining lives, and choking out the good growth.
Also, like weeds, a good gardener will pull them out as quickly as they’re spotted. We must learn to
discern a lie quickly.
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Liars (those given over to falsehood), lie because they are without a real hope. To lie is to admit you’re not
hearing God, or worse, you won’t obey Him. Falsehood, presumption, assumption, logical reasoning, anything
that deceives a person into believing an unbelief, is a lie. Those who live in the light have a hope built upon real
and honest expectation with roots in a reality to come. Liars have reservations for the lake of fire (REVELATION
21:8). In those who receive them, lies bring judgment as they fill the mind with folly and enable the devil to stop
the truth before it can start, much less finish. A lie fills the place where truth belongs.

Unrepentant liars deceive themselves into believing everyone is like them. Many liars don’t find out
how bad lying is until they are judged for it. Lies are radioactive in a sense, as they infest the mind and
body of those who handle them.
Lies are the opium of poverty. Lies numb us from an awareness of weakness or lack. Lies are empty
bricks upon the foundation. So are those who live by them. When pressure is placed upon these
hollow blocks, they will crumble. Build upon lies and the structure falls. While attempting to create
something from nothing, you will find rubble. Now, instead of nothing, you have rubbish and trash to
clear to just get back to nothing. To those who have not, even what they seem to have will be taken
away (LUKE 8:18).
Lying is an expense we can’t afford. You can’t go further with God or man by lies. You can with
honesty and humility. Accountability is a proving ground for promotion. It is not the exercise of ability
as much as it is the capacity to handle responsibility that determines your future.
The liar trusts in outward appearances because it’s all the reality they possess. They pose and
pretend, seeking approval from those of legitimate substance. Remember, deceivers are hungry, but
empty. Liars seek the face of the virtuous like a moth to a flame. Liars admire those who are nothing
like them, just as Judas Iscariot followed the Lordl. Satan enters into liars, and it takes the eyes of Christ
to see it happen, as Jesus saw it happen in Judas at the Passover (JOHN 13:27-28).
Unrepentant liars won’t tell the truth. They scam. They con. When caught, they do not change inside,
but switch exteriors outside. When exposed, unrepentant liars attempt to find a place where they
again freely lie. Perpetual liars must be rejected. They must be sent out as Judas was from the first
communion. We should distance ourselves from those who won’t distance themselves from lying.
Nothing can be done to help someone who refuses to admit their own problem.
Leave hardened liars to themselves. A bleeding-heart facilitates liars by ignoring their lies. Lying can’t
be overlooked or explained away. It is a root of self-deception in the soul that entertains a lying
spirit. That path guarantees a broken heart. Pray for them, confront them, be there when they fall, but
do not participate with liars through silence. Passively associating with liars is debilitating and vexing
to the soul of someone who wants to go forward in Christ. You will not influence them through your
visible integrity. ON THE CONTRARY, a liar will draw security from your honesty. Liars feel okay about
themselves BECAUSE someone like you hangs around them. You are doing neither the liar nor yourself
any good by hanging around with them.
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Honesty is the beginning of recovery. Humbling oneself breaks the power of a lie. The preacher needs
to get free from his own sin. The boss needs to stop robbing his employees. The husband needs to
deal faithfully with his wife. Some can never stomach honesty, because they wait too long to try it.
It’s a hard pill to swallow that only grows with time. A lie enables us to avoid our responsibilities now,
which is when we must face them. A lie may make a moment easier, but it fills your future and eternity with hell. Deception leaves a soul visionless, without legitimate authority or courage, immature in
stature with undeveloped abilities, with no place to stand. A lie is a thief, which betrays its source.
We must all throw light upon lies, if they are to be removed ... especially if those lies are our own
(JOHN 3:19-21). Honesty is not enough. We must sell out to truth (PROVERBS 23:23). To transition to a principled lifestyle, a person has to do more than proclaim righteous behaviour. Honesty without truth is a
self-righteous pit of pride that can derail the penitent soul (ROMANS 10:3-4)
This is a call for all followers of Christ, especially His leaders, to abandon deception and lying in all forms. We
must thoroughly renounce and reject a lying spirit. We must handle the things of God in an open and honourable manner (2 CORINTHIANS 4:2). You love God more than idolatrous lies! You are motivated to be clean

in the eyes of God and walk that way before men! In the fear of the Lord yield your tongue to the Holy
Spirit! If you want to be rid of false protection and false peace, then submit to the One Who truly gives
a peace the world can’t take from you. Any other way is, well, a lie.
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